AGREEMENT

1. On 18 Feb 1993 in Daruvar in the presence of UNPROFOR representatives, a meeting was held between:

   DŽAKULA VELIKO
   DUŠAN EČIMOVICH
   MILAN VLAINAVIĆ
   MLADEN KULICH
   LOVRIĆ ĐORĐE
   RADAČOVIĆ MILAN

   ZLATKO KOS
   ZDRAVKO SOKIĆ
   IVAN VOLOF
   VLADIMIR DELAČ
   ŽEJMIR MILNAR

2. In the whole region, comprised of the former municipalities: Daruvar, Gruhinje Polje, Nova Gradiška, Nova and Pulišac, which is under protection of the UNPROFOR forces, the following will be ensured:

   a. Complete reconstruction of the electricity and water supplies system;
   b. Unrestricted traffic of personal vehicles on roads, including the Zagreb – Belgrade Highway, further negotiations will also encompass the commercial traffic;
   c. Enabling of restoration of railway between Nova and Nova Gradiška;
   d. Restoration of the telecommunication structure [illegible with the results of preliminary inspection from August 1992, with representatives from both sides];
   e. Establishing the joint commission for normalisation of the life of citizens in the UNPA area, with special emphasis on reassessing and at a later stage also establishing social activities, health care, education and sport activities;
   f. Unobstructed and regular meetings at the checkpoints under the supervision of the UNPROFOR;
   g. Enabling return of all expelled persons;
   h. Giving consent to civilians who are staying on both sides of the separation line to work on their land (at this moment, it is especially important and urgent that farmers are given guarantees for crops in the harvest season later in the year);
i. Meetings of representatives of local authorities, for the purpose of discussing the methods of (illegible) cooperation;

j. Enabling placement of containers as specified in the agreement that was achieved;

l. Joint commissions will be formed for preparations, implementation and monitoring, as well as supervising all points.

3. Agreement is signed by representatives:

(personal signatures)

Džankić Veljko v.r. Zlatko Kos v.r.
Dušan Edunović v.r. Zdravko Sokić v.r.
Milan Vlaisavljević v.r. Ivan Veš v.r.
Mladen Kučić v.r. Vlaminir Delić v.r.
Lovrić Đorđe v.r. Želimir Milnar v.r.
Radaković Milan v.r.

*note re: v.r. - unknown abbreviation – possibly for personal signature, i.e. this document is a transcription of an original that probably contains original signatures*

UNPROFOR REPRESENTATIVES:

(illegible signatures)